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NSV Wolf Capital III Strategic Fund of Funds comes to its final close  

 
MENLO PARK, CA, July 22, 2019 - NSV Wolf Capital (NSV, nsvwolfcapital.com) announced the final 
closing of its advanced investment vehicle, “NSV Wolf Capital III Strategic Fund of Funds,” on May 31st, 
2019. 
 
NSV invests in to reputable micro VCs*1 that lead today’s venture capital (VC) investment industry in the 
United States. The firm provides its limited partners (LP) with information about the target venture 
businesses along with each VC’s in-depth insights to assist LP’s business transformation and innovation.  
 
The focus of NSV Wolf Capital III Strategic Fund of Funds was to build the portfolio with FinTech savvy 
micro VCs.  The fund has invested in eighteen micro VC funds to date, and the number of target startups 
(portfolio companies) invested by those funds has exceeded one thousand.  NSV has been proactively 
supporting the LPs’ engagement with startup companies to assist them with strategizing organizational 
structures, human resource enrichment, and establishment of their own corporate VCs.  
 
About NSV Wolf Capital 
 
NSV (also known as, NetService Ventures, NSV Wolf Management, LLC) is an independent venture 
capital investment firm founded in 2002.  Headquartered on Sand Hill Road in Silicon Valley, NSV Wolf 
Capital began as a boutique strategic consulting firm now morphed over time in to a strategic fund of 
funds manager that assists large enterprises to undertake the essential process of self-transformation 
forced upon them by the underlying tectonic shifts in technology and culture.  
 
Limited Partners 
MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings, Nihon Unisys, Shinsei Bank, NTT, Shizuoka Bank 
 
Media Contact 
Website: www.nsvwolfcapital.com 
Email: inquiry@nsv.com 
 
 
*1 Micro VC: As traditional VC funds have become so large and inaccessible, investment environment for 
early stage businesses has been replaced by new type of VCs.  Those new type of VCs are referred to 
as micro VCs for the size of investment is approximately $50MM to $100MM or below, a relatively smaller 
size capital.  It’s been said there have been about 1,000 of micro VC’s have been established in the last 
decade.  Many venture businesses grow to become $1B value (so-called Unicorns) in the United States.  
In the modern ecosystem of the venture investment, many of those successful companies had been 
funded by premier micro VC’s at their early stages, then received additional funding by traditional VCs at 
later stages.  Hence, it is critical to know those micro VC’s investment activities to understand the market 
trends and strategize future businesses. 


